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AI Tanks

ACCessories

Canister 
Replacement canisters are available 
for popular tank models.
item Code: CA Measuring Stick

Monitor the level of liquid nitrogen 
in your AI tank with a plastic 
measuring stick. 1m long.
item Code: Ms 

Neck Plug
Replacement neck plugs are available for 
popular tank models.
item Code: NP 

Dry Shipper SC4/2V 
Specifications:
•	#	of	Cannisters:	1
•	#	of	.25cc	Straws	(10/cane):	400
•	Liquid	Nitrogen	Capacity:	3.6L
•	Static	evaporation	rate	 
(liters/day):	0.26

•	Normal	Working	Duration	 
(days):	13	days

•	Height:	18.4”
•	Diameter:	8.7”	
•	Weight	empty:	5.0	kg
•	Weight	charged:	7.7	kg
•	Neck	opening:	2.75”

item Code: sC4/2V 

TANks
The Chart/MVe XC series tanks are manufactured to a world class level of excellence. These durable, 
lightweight units can be relied on to perform in the most demanding of environments. The XC series 
is designed for the user who requires large capacity storage and low liquid nitrogen consumption in 
a convenient lightweight package.  

Features Include:

•	 Durable,	tamper-proof	lid	design

•	 High	strength	neck	tube	reduces	liquid	nitrogen	loss

•	 Strong,	lightweight	aluminum	construction

•	 Advanced	chemical	vacuum	retention	system

•	 Spider	design	on	platform	for	easy	retrieval	and	insertion	of	product	canisters

XC20 Tank
Specifications:

•	 Capacity:	(6)	1.65”	Canisters

•	 #	of	0.25cc	Straws	(10/cane):	600	

•	 Height:	25.7”

•	 Diameter:	14.5”
item Code: TANk XC20 

XC34/18 Tank
Specifications:

•	 Capacity:	(6)	2.81”	Canisters

•	 #	of	0.25cc	Straws	 

(10/cane):	2400

•	 Height:	26.6”

•	 Diameter:	18.2”
item Code: TANk XC34/18 

dry shiPPer

1.800.563.5603  
www.westgen.com

“In	August	2013	we	were	introduced	to	X-Zelit,	a	product	for	close	up	dry	cows,	and	we	have	not	
looked	back	since.	Since	starting	with	X-Zelit	we	have	not	had	to	use	Theracalcium	anymore	and	the	
last	box	of	Calcium	tubes	we	bought	has	still	not	been	opened.	 
The	X-Zelit	is	so	easy	to	use.	We	mix	it	in	our	TMR	for	the	close-up	dry	cow	group	and	that	is	it.	As	
soon	as	the	cow	calves	we	stop	feeding	X-Zelit.	We	have	not	had	any	milk	fever	since	we	started,	the	
cows	calve	quicker	and	are	up	and	eating	faster.	They	seem	much	more	energetic	and	the	whole	transi-
tion period is easy. 
We	have	had	more	than	140	calving	since	we	started	using	X-Zelit	and	are	very	happy.	It	is	the	first	
time we have seen a product actually work like the sales people told us it would. 
Another	great	benefit	is	the	reduced	amount	of	time	spent	on	the	transition	cows,	especially	on	 
weekends.	We	very	seldom	have	to	worry	about	the	calving.” 

Dennis	&	Betty	Ann	Wagler,	Wayne	&	Mary	Wagler	and	Marcus	Wagler.	 
Claynook	Farms	Ltd.,	ON	 
185	Milking	Cows

Talk to your WestGen sales representative  
to add X-Zelit to your close-up cow ration today!

X-Zelit for your dry cows
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Artificial Insemination

SC4/2V Container
Protective shipping cartons protect the vapor shipper from 
being placed on its side and helps in withstanding the rigors of 
transportation.	These	containers	may	be	used	to	ship	semen	and	
embryos	with	a	“non-hazardous”	classification	throughout	the	world,	
thus reducing shipping costs. 
item Code: sC4 CoNTAiNer 

BreediNG equiPMeNT

AI Gun Warmer
Regulate the temperature of your 
AI	guns	with	this	handy,	battery-
operated	device.	Holds	up	to	6	
loaded AI guns and maintains 
them at the correct temperature. 
Includes battery charger with 
adaptors for wall outlet and 
cigarette lighters. 
item Code: GW

AI Gun Warmer  
Battery Pack
14.4V	battery	for	use	with	 
AI	Gun	Warmer.
item Code: BATTery PACk

1/2 CC French Gun (Spiral)
item Code: F1 

Universal AI Gun 
Designed	to	utilize	1/4	cc	and	1/2	cc	semen	straws.	Spiral	
Gun,	for	use	with	unslit	sheaths.
item Code: F4 

1/4 CC French Gun (Spiral)
item Code: F2 

8 oz Plastic Bottle
An	8	oz	polyethylene	bottle	

fitted with an easy to remove 
flip-up	spout	cap.	It	is	leak	

proof with spout closed. 
Ideal	for	dispensing	lubricant,	

disinfectant,	etc.
item Code: PB 

Thermometer, Dial Type
A	1”	pocket	test	bi-metal	dial	thermometer	
with	5”	stem	and	clip	holder.	Insert	tube	in	
liquid and read temperature easily and quickly. 
Range	-10°	to	100°C. 
item Code: Th 

Metal Straw Tweezers
These	tweezers	have	a	special	
groove in the end so that AI straws 
can be firmly picked out of goblets 
without	crushing	the	straw.	6”.
item Code: TW2 

Warm Water Thaw Unit
Specially designed for easy 
retrieval of straws after 
thawing.	Includes	pint-sized	
Thermos®	fitted	with	Celsius	
dial thermometer and perforated 
polypropylene thaw basket with 
retriever.	Range:	-10°	to	100°C.
item Code: W 

Artificial Insemination

Forceps
Use to secure the top of your AI 
sleeve to your shirt.
item Code: ForCePs 

Straw Cutter
Scissor-like	straw	cutter	with	
blades	with	curved	tips.	4.5”.
item Code: sTr 

Warm Water Thaw Unit Retriever
Designed	to	lift	semen	straws	out	of	the	Warm	
Water	Thaw	Unit	thermos	basket.
item Code: reTrieVer 
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120 Volt Cito Thaw Unit
This	unit	properly	thaws	semen	to	a	constant	temperature	of	35°-36°	C.	
Made	of	tough	ABS	non-corrosive	plastic,	the	unit	will	take	a	lot	of	abuse,	
but at the same time protect all of its working elements. Indicator light 
shows	when	the	unit	is	ready	to	use,	and	when	it	is	working	and	maintaining	
the	proper	temperature.	The	hinged	lid	is	of	reinforced	nylon,	and	the	
replaceable	cover	seal	is	of	thermoplastic	rubber.	Complete	with	6-ft.	power	
cord,	lift-out	basket,	and	thermometer.	Designed	to	fit	in	the	accessories	
rack	in	the	Cito	Kit.	120V	AC.
item Code: W1 

12 Volt Cito Thaw Unit
This	unit	properly	thaws	semen	to	a	constant	temperature	
of	35°-36°	C.	Made	of	tough	ABS	non-corrosive	plastic,	
the	unit	will	take	a	lot	of	abuse,	but	at	the	same	time	
protect all of its working elements. Indicator light shows 
when	the	unit	is	ready	to	use,	and	when	it	is	working	
and	maintaining	the	proper	temperature.	The	hinged	lid	
is	of	reinforced	nylon,	and	the	replaceable	cover	seal	is	
of thermoplastic rubber. For use with a cigarette lighter. 
Includes	12-ft.	cord,	basket,	and	thermometer.	Designed	
to	fit	in	the	accessories	rack	in	the	Cito	Kit.	12V	DC.
item Code: W2 

110 Volt Digital Thaw Unit
This	unit	properly	thaws	semen	to	a	constant	
temperature	of	35°-36°	C.	The	digital	display	on	
the base of this stainless steel thaw unit shows 
exactly what the internal water temperature 
is	in	a	bright,	easy-to-read	manner.	Multiple	
temperature sensors and elements ensure 
an	accurate,	consistent	water	temperature	
throughout.	Screw-top	lid	won’t	leak.	110V	AC. 
item Code: W3 

Cito Thaw Monitors
An unbreakable thaw temperature indicator tested 
and	used	by	major	breeding	organizations.	Its	
accuracy and reliability exceeds the presently used 
dial	thermometer.	The	Thaw	Monitor	is	based	on	liquid	
crystal	technology.	Easy	to	use.	4-7/8”	x	2”.
item Code: Wi TherMo 

Artificial Insemination

CATTle BreediNG suPPlies

Complete AI Kit with Thermos
A	very	sturdy,	indestructible,	yet	lightweight	technician	kit	made	
of	non-corrosive	ABS	plastic	material.	Complete	with	its	removable	
accessories	tray	and	sheath	storage	compartment	in	the	cover,	it	
weighs	only	7	lbs.	Complete	with	the	following	items:	tweezer,	cutter,	
box	of	100	gloves,	Warm	Water	Thaw	Unit,	8-oz.	bottle	of	lubricating	
jelly,	package	of	50	sheaths,	and	one	French-style	AI	gun.
item Code: Ai kiT TherMos 

Complete AI Kit with Cito Thaw Unit
A	very	sturdy,	indestructible,	yet	lightweight	technician	kit	made	
of	non-corrosive	ABS	plastic	material.	Complete	with	its	removable	
accessories tray and sheath storage compartment in the cover.
Complete	with	the	following	items:	tweezer,	cutter,	box	of	100	gloves,	
120V	Cito	Thaw	Unit,	8-oz.	bottle	of	lubricating	jelly,	package	of	50	
sheaths,	and	one	French-style	AI	gun.
item Code: Ai kiT 

Box of Double Sheaths
Sanitary protection in the form of 

a bag. Economical and easy to use. 
Unroll	a	bag,	slip	the	sheath	and	gun	
inside,	then	advance	the	sheath	and	
gun	once	inside	the	cow.	They	will	

keep your sheath and gun clean and 
your	procedure	sanitary.	18”	L.

item Code: ds 
roll of 80

Blue Un-Split 
Sheaths
These	sheaths	work	with	
a	1/4	cc	or	1/2	cc	wick	and	
powder	straw.	Blue	insert	
sheaths are designed 
to work with spiral 
insemination gun.
item Code: s1 
Package of 50

Artificial Insemination

Green Split Sheaths
These	sheaths	work	with	 
a	1/4	cc	or	1/2	cc	wick	 
and powder straw. Green 
insert sheaths are slit 
to	work	with	O-ring	
insemination gun. 
item Code: s 
Package of 50

Cito Kit Case
There	are	spaces	provided	for	sheaths,	AI	guns,	gloves,	
scissors,	ample	syringe	holders,	scribe,	alcohol,	A.I.	
lube,	and	Cito	Thaw	Unit.	Convenient	outlet	hole	in	
lower front side of box allows for plug in and use of 
Cito	Thaw	Unit.
item Code: T1 
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Double Rods
Very	popular	for	sanitary	protection	of	the	sheath	
during	breeding.	The	tube	and	scored	vinyl	cap	of	

the double rod prevent the transfer of contaminants 
into the uterus during insemination or embryo 

transfer,	as	the	sheath	does	not	come	in	contact	
with	any	material	outside	of	the	animal.	The	flared	

end makes it easy to hold with one hand during 
insemination.	The	rod	helps	guide	the	gun	to	the	

cervical	os.	12’’L.
item Code: dr 
Package of 25

AI Gloves
Red	Ag-Tek®	Breeder	Sleeves	provide	high	
sensitivity	and	are	break	resistant.	1.0	mil	plastic,	36”.	
Packaged in a convenient dispenser box.
item Code: G red 
Box of 100

21’’ Infusion Tubes
A	snug,	friction	fit	is	ensured	for	all	

syringes when you use these tubes with 
integral drilled ends. Eliminates need for 

connector	adapters.	Tubes	are	made	from	
quality	polyvinyl	chloride	and	have	smooth,	

rounded	polished	ends.	Tooled	to	the	
following	specifications:	.110”	I.D.	x	.215”	O.D.	

item Code: i 
Package of 25

General Lube Jelly
A	nonsterile,	all-purpose	lubricating	
jelly for use when performing 
gynecological procedures and rectal 
exams.	The	bland	lubricating	qualities	
aid	in	minimizing	irritation	to	both	
the	operator’s	skin	and	membranes	
of the animal.
item Code: l1 
1 Gallon Jug

Artificial Insemination

Wrapped Double Rods
Individually wrapped  
Double	Rods.
item Code: dr1 
Package of 25

Calving Detection

Vel’Phone®

Thermometer Detector
This	detector	is	an	optional	piece	to	
add	to	the	Vel'Phone	system	to	assist	
with finding thermometers in the 
calving area.
item Code: ArT0234 

Vel’Phone Kit
The	Vel'Phone	Kit	includes	the	Radio	Base,	
Thermometer	Applicator,	5	Vaginal	Thermometers	
with	add-ons	and	2	cleaning	nets.	 
item Code: MedriA kiT

Vel’PhoNe By MedriA

Vel’Phone® 

Vaginal Thermometer  
The	vaginal	thermometer	measures	the	temperature	
continuously and regularly transmits the temperatures by RF 
channel	to	the	Radio	Base.	It	is	equipped	with	a	battery	with	
a	service	life	of	5	years,	and	is	identified	by	a	unique	serial	
number.	Each	thermometer	comes	with	5	add-ons.
item Code: ArT0161 

Vel’Phone® 

Thermometer Applicator 
The	applicator	consists	of	a	plastic	
tube	with	a	plunger.	The	thermometer	
fits and locks into place until it is 
dispelled inside the vaginal canal. 
item Code: ArT0230 

Vel’Phone® GSM Radio Base 
The	Radio	Base	communicates	by	RF	channel	
with	its	sensors	within	a	radius	of	500	to	650	ft.	
It communicates data via SMS to the processing 
center.	All	programming	of	the	Vel'Phone	system	
options	are	done	using	the	Radio	Base.	It	is	powered	
by a rechargable battery which can hold a charge 
for	1	to	2	months	depending	on	the	operating	
conditions.	The	Radio	Base	can	support	30	
thermometers. 
item Code: ArT0200
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Farm Supplies

M/L Plastic Biosecurity Boots
Blue	Ag-Tek®	Economy	Disposable	Boot.	Convenient	elastic-
topped	boots	with	a	lightly	embossed	texture.	15”	high	boot	
made	of	3	mil	thick	plastic.	Fits	men’s	shoe	size	up	to	12.
item Code: B6 
Bag of 50

XL Plastic Biosecurity Boots
Blue	Ag-Tek®	Economy	Disposable	Boot.	Convenient	elastic-topped	
boots	with	a	lightly	embossed	texture.	15”	high	boot	made	of	3	mil	thick	
plastic.	Fits	men’s	shoe	size	up	to	16.
item Code: B6-Xl 
Bag of 50

MisCellANeous

Fly CoNTrol

Fliesbegone
Effective fly control without 
pesticides.	Practical,	disposable,	
maintenance free and 
environmentally friendly. Effective 
for	up	to	30	days	when	placed	
in	sunny	area.	The	trap	attracts	
thousands of flies that enter the 
trap	but	can’t	get	out. 
item Code: FliesBeGoNe 

Mr Sticky Roll Refill
600’	replacement	tape	roll	for	use	with	
Mr Sticky Roll hardware.
item Code: sTiCky reFill 

Mr Sticky Deluxe Sticky Roll Kit
Traps	up	to	92%	of	available	flies!	Simply	set	up	Sticky	Roll™	around	flies.	
When	they	land,	they	stick.	When	a	length	of	tape	is	used	up,	crank	it	(flies	
and	all)	onto	the	disposable	take-up	reel.	Fresh	tape	rolls	out	at	the	same	
time,	ready	to	catch	more	flies.	Complete	kit	includes	600	ft.	of	1/4”	tape,	
take-up	reel,	and	installation	hardware.
item Code: sTiCky roll kiT 

Paper Towels
Singlefold,	brown,	biodegradable	
paper	towel.	Made	in	Canada.	23cm	
x	24cm	sheets.
item Code: To1 
Package of 250 
item Code: To 
Case of 16 Packages

Cow Head Decal
White	rub-on	decal	of	the	
outline	of	a	dairy	cow’s	
head.	Looks	great	on	
windows of the dairy or 
vehicles.	14”	x	12”. 
item Code: CoW heAd 

liGhT BulBs

Panasonic Light  
Bulb 100W
Rated	15,000	hours.	1,540	
lumens of cool light output. 
Energy	use	24W.	Approved	for	
totally enclosed fixtures. 
item Code: liGhT BulB 100W 

Panasonic Light  
Bulb 60W
Rated	10,000	hours.	800	
lumens of warm light ouput. 
Energy	use	14W.	Approved	for	
totally enclosed fixtures. Enery 
Saving	-	Uses	70%	less	energy	
than a standard bulb.
item Code: liGhT BulB 60W 

Farm Supplies

eXAMiNATioN GloVes

Milker Glove
Powder	free,	nitrile	gloves.	Examination	grade,	latex	free,	non-sterile	black	gloves.	Gloves	are	ambidextrous	and	
single use only. 

Small 
item Code: lC-GlV s
Box of 100

Medium
item Code: lC-GlV M
Box of 100

Large
item Code: lC-GlV l
Box of 100

Extra Large
item Code: lC-GlV Xl
Box of 100
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heATiMe By sCr

Heatime HT Tag
The	H	Tag	is	specially	designed	to	
monitor movement and activity that 
signals and coincides with standing 
heat.	Data	is	recorded	in	2-hour	time	
blocks.	Tags	have	a	maximum	storage	
capacity	of	24	hours	and	are	powered	
by	a	lithium	battery.	The	H	tag	is	read	
by	the	Heatime	II	Reader.	 
item Code: hT TAG

Heat Detection

Heatime Collar Strap
A	54"	nylon	neck	strap.
item Code: hT sTrAP 

Heatime Buckle
A hard plastic buckle that allows 
for simple adjustment of the 
collar length during application. 
item Code: hT BuCkle 

Heatime Collar Weight
A	1	lb	plastic	coated,	steel	weight	
for use as a counterbalance on 
the	Heatime	strap	to	maintain	the	
correct tag position.
item Code: hT WeiGhT 

Heatime HT Transponder
Complete	collar	including	the	H	tag.
item Code: hT TrANsPoNder 

Heatime Collar Clip
A hard plastic loop used to 
position the weight at the 
bottom of the neck strap.
item Code: hT CliP 

Heatime HR Transponder
Complete	collar	including	the	HR	tag. 
item Code: hT ii CollAr 
Price: $190.00

Heatime II Power Supply 
A	220V	AC/24V	DC	2.5A	Power	
Adapter. 
item Code: hT ii CoNVerTer 

Heatime II Reader
An infrared reader that is compatible with 
H	and	HR	tags	and	the	Heatime	II	CPU.	The	
reader should be mounted in a location that 
cattle pass a few times each day. 
item Code: hT ii reAder 

Heatime HR Tag
The	HR	Tag	includes	the	estrus	signaling	
functionality,	and	adds	rumination	monitoring,	
providing	very	useful	data	for	reproduction,	nutrition	
and health management of your herd. Added estrus 
confirmation is provided by the corresponding 
increase in activity and drop in rumination during 
estrus.	Data	is	recorded	in	2-hour	time	blocks.	Tags	
have	a	maximum	storage	capacity	of	24	hours	and	
are	powered	by	a	lithium	battery.	The	HR	tag	is	read	
by	the	Heatime	II	Reader.	
item Code: hT ii TAG 

Heatime II CPU
The	CPU	is	a	standalone	device	with	an	8	inch	touch	screen.	The	
CPU	can	be	connected	to	an	optional	PC	that	will	run	optional	

PC	based	software.	The	CPU	receives	and	stores	all	activity	and	
rumination	data	collected	from	the	tags.	The	data	is	received	

to create a historical baseline of activity and rumination levels 
for	each	tagged	animal.	When	significant	changes	in	activity	or	
rumination	are	detected,	these	animals	are	marked	and	the	CPU	
will	display	an	alert.	Details	of	these	alerts	can	be	displayed	in	

detail	by	the	dairyman	on	the	screen	of	the	CPU.	Compatible	with	
H,	HR	and	H	LD	tags,	each	CPU	can	support	1000	tags.

item Code: hT ii CPu 

Heatime Wire
Electrical cable used to connect 
the	Heatime	II	CPU	to	the	
Heatime	II	Reader. 

25M 
item Code: hT ii Wire 25
50M
item Code: hT ii Wire 50 
100M
item Code: hT ii Wire 100 

Heat Detection

Heatime LD Reader (BU 500)
Wireless	tag	reader	for	use	with	H	LD	tags.	Suitable	for	
outdoor use and fitted with a wind cover. Get the data 
from	the	tags	in	real-time	from	virtually	anywhere	on	
the	farm.	With	the	long-range 
wireless transmission  
coverage	(500m),	activity	 
and rumination measurement 
data are reliably received  
from wherever your cows are. 
Allows for monitoring of  
groups located in different  
barns,	without	requiring	the	 
animals	to	pass	an	ID	unit.
item Code: hT iii reAder 
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Heatime H LD Transponder
Complete	collar	including	the	H	LD	tag.
item Code: hT iii CollAr 

Heatime H LD Tag
The	H	LD	tag	is	an	activity	monitoring	tag	with	wireless	
technology for transmitting data to the reader. Allows for 
real time heat detection. Requires  
LD	Reader.	
item Code: hT iii TAG 

Heatime LD Cable 200M
Electrical cable used to connect the 
Heatime	II	CPU	to	the	Heatime	LD	
Reader. 
item Code: hT ld CABle 

Heat Detection

HT II Female 5 Pin Connector
Use to attach the cable from an individual 
reader	to	the	CPU.	 
item Code: hT ii 5 PiN 

Heatime 6 Pin Connector
Use to attach the cable from a 
network	of	readers	to	the	CPU. 
item Code: hT 6 PiN 

HT II Cable to Cable Connector
An	electrical	wire	connector,	used	to	connect	mulitple	
Heatime	II	Readers	in	series.
item Code: hT ii CoNNeCTor 

heAT deTeCTioN Aids

Kamar® Heatmount® Detector 
Individiual heatmount detector.
item Code: k 

Kamar® Heatmount® Detectors
Takes	the	guesswork	out	of	detecting	heat	in	beef	and	dairy	cattle.	These	
low-cost	detectors	make	artificial	insemination	easier,	more	practical,	and	
more profitable. Invaluable in pregnancy determination and detection of 
estrus.	Apply	the	small	(4-1/2”L	x	2”W)	plastic	detector,	with	adhesive,	over	
the	sacrum	of	the	cow	(located	on	the	line	between	the	hipbones	and	the	
tail	head).	The	detector	remains	white	until	it	is	triggered.	Triggering	takes	
place when the pressure from the brisket of a mounting cow turns the 
detector	a	bright,	easy-to-spot	red	indicating	the	cow	is	ready	to	be	bred.	
Includes adhesive.
item Code: k BoX 
Box of 25

Tube of Kamar® Adhesive
For	use	with	Kamar®	Heatmount®	
Detectors.
item Code: k1 
4oz tube

Livestock Supplies

Genomic Test Kit
Nasal	swabs	for	use	in	genomic	testing	dairy	
cattle.	Accepted	DNA	collection	method	for	
Holstein	Canada. 
item Code: G TesT kiT 
5 swabs/package

CAlF CAre

Calf Blanket
Keep	calves	warm	with	our	unique	calf	blankets!	
Thinsulate	insulation	keeps	calves	warm. Quick	
release	buckles	for	easy	on	and	off,	no	velcro	to	get	
matted.	Extra	strap	length	for	growth.	Belly	strap	to	
keep blanket snug when laying down. Machine wash 
and dry. 
item Code: CAlF BlANkeT

Calf Resuscitator
The	ideal	tool	to	assist	newborn	calves	that	are	unable	to	breathe.	Proven	to	
stimulate	breathing	with	as	few	as	5-10	pumps.	Bi-directional	valves	allows	low	
resistance calf exhalation. Includes storage case. 
item Code: resusCiTATor

Medi Cartridge Applicator Gun
A proven durable instrument of superior 
construction used to deliver product from 
large	cartridges	up	to	300ml.	Cartridges	
snugly	fit	into	the	locking	basal	receiver,	
holding the cartridge firmly in place 
during administration. Each full actuation 
of	the	trigger	delivers	15ml	of	product.
item Code: CAlCiuM APPliCATor

X-Zelit
A unique and effective product which 
safeguards	the welfare	of	fresh	cows.	X-Zelit	
contains	pure	crystalline	zeolite,	which	binds	
excess calcium and phosphorus from feed 
in	the	stomach.	In	controlled	trials	X-Zelit	is	
100%	effective	and	under	practical	farming	
conditions	X-Zelit	achieves	an	efficacy	of	
90%.	Reducing	hypocalcemia	during	the	
transition period decreases the incidence 
of	milk	fever,	ketosis,	calving	difficulties,	
retained	placenta,	displaced	abomasums	 
and	metritis.	Feed	500g/cow/day. 
item Code: X-ZeliT 25kG BAG
25kg bag

Calcium Tubes
A	mineral	oral	paste	for	dairy	and	beef	cattle.	Dr.	Register	Calcium	
Tube	provides	Calcium,	Magnesium,	Phosphorus	and	Potassium	to	help	
ensure	normal	nutritional	and	blood	levels	before,	during	and	after	
calving.	Requires	use	of	CALCIUM	APPLICATOR	to	administer.
item Code: CAlCiuM TuBes
400g tube

Milk FeVer PreVeNTioN
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Heatwave Plus  
Uddercream liniment for improving skin texture and udder 
health.	One	of	the	most	powerful	blends	of	essential	oils	on	the	
market	today,	including	Pepperment	and	Tea	Tree	Oil.
item Code: hW500 Plus
500ml tube
item Code: hW2500 Plus
2500ml jug with pump

Stalosan
Ointment	for	highly	efficient	skin	repair	

and scab forming for any skin wounds or 
irritated area. It contains soothing emollients 

that promote healthy skin and hair growth. 
Excellent treatment for udder dermatitis 

(udder	rot),	tail	mange	and	more.
item Code: sTAlosAN

290g tube

hooF CAre
Bovivet Bandage
Bovivet	Hoof	Bandage	is	a	complete	ready	to	
apply	bandage.	It	is	made	of	a	water-repelling	
material that keeps unwanted liquids out. 
item Code: BoVisoCks

Hoofsure Konquest Gel
Konquest	Gel	contains	a	

concentrated blend of organic 
acids and tea tree oil which has 

a potent penetration action. 
It	has	bio-adhesion	properties	
which enables the gel to stick 

to the hoof. Use along with 
a hoof bandage. Stable in 

extreme temperatures. 
item Code: hF koNquesT Gel

300g tube

Livestock Supplies

Hoofsure Sprayer
2	Gallon	tank	with	Flo-
Master spray wand. Use 
to	spray	25%	dilution	
of	Hoofsure	Endurance	
directly on hoofs.
item Code: hF sPrAyer

1.800.563.5603  
www.westgen.com

Heatwave Plus
There	are	several	products	available	for	reducing	udder	swelling	
but	none	work	better	than	Heat	Wave	Plus.	Why	not	prove	it	to	
yourself – this product really works.  

“We use Heatwave because we have noticed its benefits for udder 
texture, udder quality and milk let down. We apply a generous 
amount of Heatwave on affected quarters and entire udder to 
reduce the effects of edema, and swelling for quarters affected 
with mastitis. We generally will use Heatwave for the first two 
weeks after calving to reduce swelling and improve udder texture 
as well as milk let down. If we notice a cow with a red, swollen, or 
hot quarter Heatwave is the first thing we reach for.” 

steven and sean smith,  
Clanman Jerseys, MB
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Hoofsure Endurance 210L
Organic	acid	and	tea	tree	oil	based	footbath	solution	to	maintain	hoof	condition	and	prevent	infections.	Faster	acting	and	
longer	lasting	footbath	solution. 	Safe,	biodegradable	and	more	cost-effective	than	copper	or	formaldehyde.	Can	be	used	for	
up	to	500	cow	passes.	for	maximum	control	use	continually	at	every	milking,	minimum	footbathing	frequency	is	3	times	per	
week.	Mix	1:100.
item Code: hF eNdurANCe 210l
210l drum

Hoofsure Endurance 25% RTU Footspray
A	topical	spray	to	aid	in	the	control	of	Digital	Dermatitis.	A	concentrated	
blend	of	tea	tree	oil,	organic	acids	and	wetting	agents	formulated	for	use	
directly	on	the	hoof.	Offers	a	practical	alternative	to	footbathing.
item Code: hF eNdurANCe 25% rTu
1l Bottle

HF Pump For 210L 
Drum
item Code: hF PuMP

Hoofsure Combat Hoofspray
The	longer	lasting	footspray	for	livestock!	Organic	acid	and	tea	tree	
footspray	that	forms	a	long	lasting	antibacterial,	flexible,	breathable	film.
item Code: hF CoMBAT hooFsPrAy
1l Bottle (100 Applications)

Hoofsure Endurance 20L
Organic	acid	and	tea	tree	oil	based	footbath	solution	to	maintain	hoof	condition	and	prevent	infections.	Faster	acting	and	
longer	lasting	footbath	solution. 	Safe,	biodegradable	and	more	cost-effective	than	copper	or	formaldehyde.	Can	be	used	for	
up	to	500	cow	passes.	For	maximum	control	use	continually	at	every	milking,	minimum	footbathing	frequency	is	3	times	per	
week.	Mix	1:100	with	water	for	a	total	volume	of	2000L.
item Code: hF eNdurANCe 20 l
20l Jug

Livestock Supplies

WestGen is here to serve you all across the  
4 western provinces of Canada. 

Corporate Headquarters
6681 Glover road
Milner, BC V2y 1M1

604.530.1141
1.800.563.5603

British Columbia region 
bcdairysales@westgen.com

Fraser Valley  
Technician service

1.800.563.5603

Alberta region 
abdairysales@westgen.com

saskatchewan region 
skdairysales@westgen.com

Manitoba region 
mbdairysales@westgen.com

North okanagan  
Technician service

250.546.9484

1.800.563.5603
www.westgen.com
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Have	peace	of	mind	knowing	that	with	Vel’Phone,	you	are	in	good	hands.	Be	notified	of	calving	
48	hours	before	the	calving	process	begins	and	when	calving	has	started.	Improve	your	cattle	
breeding	results	with	more	live	calves	and	fewer	post-partum	complications.	

Photo by Brenda Hastings

“We’ve used the Vel’Phone system for almost 3 months and during that time we’ve had 25 calvings. 
Over 30% of our calves are of superior genetic quality and we have a vested interest in them being 
born alive and well. We have already saved 3 calves that likely wouldn’t have made it without our timely 
assistance, and don’t need to save many more to justify the cost of the system.
We are very impressed with the system and have found the ‘Calving Expected within 48 hours’ alert to 
be over 90% accurate. This allows us to plan to have someone that’s capable of assisting with delivery 
around the farm during that time. The most valuable feature for us is the “Started Calving” alert, and it’s 
right on the money for what we wanted. During the day it notifies us immediately, and at night we have 
it set to notify us one hour after calving starts. It saves us from having to drop what we’re doing during 
the day to check on a cow that may not be calving, and it allows us to have an uninterrupted sleep at 
night, as we can forego checks every 2 hours and sleep soundly until we receive the text alert. 
Vel’Phone gives you peace of mind – day and night; as you know that when you’re needed you’ll get 
called.”

1.800.563.5603  
www.westgen.com

Talk to your WestGen sales representative and get your Vel’Phone today.

Get your calves off to a better start with Vel'Phone.


